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Dear Friends and Family,
This month, Ri and I went to a Bob Dylan Concert….on a full moon…. at the Santa Barbara County Bowl.
Extraordinary, because, after living here for over 25 years, it was our first time at The Bowl, a famous venue,
AND, Dylan was our first rock concert together after 39 years of marriage. Better late than never, I suppose.
And time here is running out as will be explained below.
We had great seats, second row in front of the stage, and the two seats in front of us were empty, so until the last
set when folks rushed the stage, we were right up front. The rules are usually NO pictures, so we didn’t bring
our cameras – darn! We snuck some pix on our cell phones though and I even shot a movie on Ri’s iPhone of a
full song. Dylan played the guitar, the harmonica and the keyboard and struck some signature poses.
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Some crazed Dylan fans.
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I shan’t critique Dylan’s performance except to say he seemed to be truly enjoying himself, and in some
songs that night his voice had that wonderful familiar twang.

In June, I bought a real camera. Well, a really big and heavy one anyway compared to the P&Ss I’ve been
using for years, especially when you add in the monstrous lenses. Working Craigslist, I picked up a used
Canon 5D, a full-frame DSLR, that I have lusted after since it originally came out in 2005.
The 5D has advanced steadily and a Mark III is coming out soon, or so says CanonRumors.com. I shall learn
how to use this full camera with all the bells and whistles and maybe when that Mark III comes out I will be
able to buy it – if, that is, we have won the lottery or something.
Continuing to work Craigslist I found a fellow with a used 17-40mm Canon “L” lens which would allow me
to get those wide-angle shots I have pined for since my 24mm lens was stolen in Texas back in 1981. And I
will also look real good to other photogs as there is that distinctive red line around the lens signifying “L.”
This fellow happened to be passing through town, so we met at a Denny’s after midnight and did the deal.
Wow, a Denny’s, like going to a foreign country anymore to me, and after midnight too, which time-o-day
hadn’t seen me conscious in a while….
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I rushed right out the next day and, hand held, took this interior picture that I had wanted to take for-likeever, of the old church up the street. Ahhhh. Sweet lens.

Now I can shoot all kinds of weird and wonderful perspectives.
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Remember that story about shoes? Well Ri and I finally sprung for something modern, Gore-Tex lined and
all. We both now have light hikers which won Backpacker’s Editor’s choice awards. I got higher ankle
supports because of all the freaking camera weight I’ll be carrying around again. Cool 17mm lens, huh?
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I then found a 70-300mm Image Stabilized lens in the used section at Samy’s Camera in pristine condition.
Having a steady hand anyway, the extra three stops I gain with the IS lets me get these difficult shots in low
light, hand-held, at sufficiently low ISO.
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Also, I can now zoom, way offshore for instance, to the platforms, and can even shoot wildlife.
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Then I went ahead and bought a real tripod. Not a toy, but a real one. Now I can shoot long exposures like
these below at 10 and 30 seconds.

Of course, no amount of fancy lenses can help me with my biggest personal problem which is editing my
pictures and deciding which one is best to show. I never can decide, and am back very quickly to the old
question: color…..or black and white.
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In May, SB had a visit from some Buddhist monks. They are on a world peace tour and were here to create a
sand mandala at the museum. One of their party looked a lot like Ri. Hey, wait a minute, that is Ri!

The mandala was painstakingly created over many days by applying colored sands through a metal tube.
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Upon completion the mandala was much admired and marveled at. One can only imagine the tense moments
getting it up off the floor without spilling.

Then, after some fantastical guttural chanting, the precious mandala was swept up! Gasp!
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Whereupon a scrum ensued as Santa Barbarians fought for souvenirs of bless-ed sand.

Most of the sand was put in a jar though. Then off we marched, briskly, jar in hand, out of the museum….
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down Abbey Road,, er, I mean State Street……

passing under blooming jacarandas…..
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and past one of my favorite spots. Our timing was perfect as representatives of two distinct cultures –
Buddhism and surfdom – passed colorfully by in opposite directions.
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And finally out onto the wharf where the sand was poured into the sea.

Whereupon another scrum took place to pose for pictures with the monks.
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The subtitle for this quarter’s update is “Big Changes.”
Aibor is at the point now where he has to truly decide what he wants to do for the rest of his life. I
personally am recommending he get himself a law degree. And thence he can branch into whatever he
fancies, like environmental law, or maybe that kind of law where you simply make boatloads of money
without hardly trying. Does anyone know what that’s called?
Arri is about to get his own place. The last time he was on his own was in a penthouse of a really tall
building overlooking Waikiki beach. We won’t be matching that – he’s actually looking for something
utterly utilitarian, and close to work – how’s that for practical! Where did he get that gene?
The truly stupendous change though is, in theory, coming any moment, as Ri and I are going “on the road.”
We are packing up all our stuff, putting it in wheeled storage (so it can be delivered anywhere when and if
we eventually alight) and we are bailing out. This is due to an odd combination of wild hairs across our ___s
and a matter of practicality. I have always said Montecito is a lovely place and someday I’ll be able to afford
to live here. Well, after 26 years in the 93108 area code, the times they are a changin’.
“What prompted this?” you might ask. I think a better question might be “What took you so long?”
We actually would have done this 3 and 1/2 years ago if something else hadn’t come up
Like Dylan’s rolling stones we intend to spend the better part of 6 months rolling along, probably in Asia
based out of Ri’s house there. The biggest problem of course being we have gotten really soft and will
therefore bruise easily with all that rolling and tumbling. Can these old bones still do it? We aim to find out.
Of course, anything can happen in the next couple months - we can be caught up in a natural disaster, aliens
could land, or we could be thrown into debtors’ prison. Or we might find ourselves trapped in Hotel
California or on a reality TV show, or, worst of all, we could come to our freaking senses!
So, we are doing some things now in a rush because we might never be back to SB. Dylan at The Bowl
under a full moon. We lingered in our awesome little museum making art of our own.
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Here’s Ri in her garden looking into the future, about to cry, and wondering “How will I ever leave all these
plants? What will they do? Where will they go? For goodness sake I know them all by name!”
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We have never camped on the Channel Islands, so that may be in store before we leave. July-August are
good whale watching months in the channel from the island’s cliffs.
Tonight, we may take a sunset drive along Camino Cielo for the last time….
This will indeed be wrenching. And, of course, in classic Jeschke style, frantic. I don’t think we’ve even left
ourselves enough time to get all our shots, we being old farts who should worry about that kind of crap now.
I’ll leave you with pix from a new series. In the summer there is a spot where the sun comes through our
southern doorway at a very high angle. Standing in the shadows of the house, one can thrust various body
parts into the bright sun and on film they appear to be suspended there.

The natural progression of course is then to put things in those hands.
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My favorites? I like these two below because I was able to make our skin B&W but retain the object’s color.
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Finally, you know what my getting a camera means, don’t you? There will now be pictures of me taking
pictures of Ri taking pictures of me…….

And here’s a self-portrait of me

and a cute pic of Ri to end this.

Till next Quarter - All our love and best wishes!

The Jeschkes
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